
 Beyond Expectations: 

 Your Path to Precise and 

 Timely Software Development 

Need software that meets your requirements, arrives on schedule
and maintains a high standard of quality?  

Join us
on a transformative journey where we empower
your business with innovative software solutions to
drive growth and redefine your digital possibilities
in product development.

pitechplus .com

Discover a comprehensive software development partner with our company. We
specialize in end-to-end solutions, employing Agile cross-functional teams to drive
development initiatives across all project phases. Our range of services spans from
ideas to software reality – covering conceptualization, prototyping, development,
deployment, and maintenance. We employ diverse methodologies and tools to
meticulously execute each development phase with precision, on time, within
budget resulting in top-tier software that aligns with your needs. 

http://www.pitechplus.com/


Programming languagesSoftware Prototyping and Proof of Concept 

Custom Software Development 

Web Application Development 

Application Modernization 

E-Commerce Development

JAVA

Software Integration 

Software Testing & Quality Assurance 

Software Maintenance and Support

UI / UX 

 Enhance Your Vision:  A Journey Through Tailored Solution Excellence  

Customized Solutions
Your vision is unique, and so are our solutions.
Through the Discovery & Planning phase we
analyse your specific project scope, goals, and
requirements and design a customized roadmap to
bring your concept to life. 

Strategic Analysis
We explore user requirements, business
objectives, and technical potentials to offer
insights that propel your project ahead. Our aim
is not just to develop your software, but to
strategically position it for success.

Design Innovation
With an eye for innovation, our Design phase
focuses on creating user-centric interfaces, seamless
user experiences, and robust system architectures.
Your end-users will love the way they interact with
the final product. 

Expert Development
Our coding wizards transform ideas into functional
code, masterfully weaving together diverse software
components to build a powerful, scalable product. 

Rigorous Testing
Quality is non-negotiable. Our exhaustive testing
process, which includes functional, non-functional,
integration, performance and user acceptance
testing, ensures that your product or software
performs flawlessly in real-world scenarios. 

Seamless Deployment
Launch day is where your success story begins. We
expertly manage deployment, ensuring flawless
installation, configuration, and comprehensive
services like monitoring, backup, and disaster
recovery for sustained functionality and security

Ongoing Support
Quality is non-negotiable. Our exhaustive testing
process, which includes functional, non-functional,
integration, performance and user acceptance
testing, ensures that your product or software
performs flawlessly in real-world scenarios. 

Laravel, Symfony, Magento

KOTLIN .NET

PYTHON
RUBY

PHP
JAVASCRIPT

DEVOPS

DBA

NodeJS, AngularJS, ,ReactJS, VueJS

AWS, GCP, Microsoft Azure, Kubernetes, Docker

MySQL, MSQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, Redis, Elasticsearch



Vincent LENGLET 
Product and Innovation Director 

Success story:

 A carsharing mobility platform for professionals  

Challenge

RCI Mobility is a startup powered by RCI Bank and Services, that
changed their name to Glide. Their portfolio includes an extended
range of mobility services in France and internationally, with clients in
several European countries.  
Our client needed a complete mobility as a service solution (MaaS) to
improve people's lives, daily transportation to work, and provide an
environmentally-friendly ecosystem.

We conducted an architecture analysis, devised a technical plan, and assisted the
client in refactoring their business processes to enable smooth communication
between microservices, ensure data consistency, and develop complex business
processes with enhanced visibility and agility. 
 Glide incorporated key technological features such as vehicle planning, damage
management, flexible pricing rules, Bluetooth user journey, back-office
geolocalization, and a mobile application, with ongoing implementations aimed at
a broader audience and seamless feature development.

Solution

Results

The client can integrate various
services on the platform and
allow a better communication
between microservices 

Stable,
scalable, data-
consistent
platform 

Mobility as a
service
running in 4
countries 

After almost 7 years of close collaboration with PitechPlus, I can declare this was an
amazing journey we had together and with still many challenging but motivating
years to come. PitechPlus team was with us at our initial phase for architectural
setup, but due to their high level of professionalism and competency, they assisted
us all along our development phase as well. We could not have managed such a quick
platform growth without the presence of PitechPlus. 



Visit our website at www.pitechplus.com

or meet

Bogdan Herea,
Chief Executive Officer

bhereabu@pitechplus.com
sales@pitechplus.com
+40 722 111 100 

 17 years crafting skills with our 250+ crew 

 Doing Generative AI before it was cool   400+ projects: we collect success stamps 

 Empowering 100+ scale-Ups: collabs that rock 

 Team thriving: 5+ years tenure and counting 

 Navigating with super sleek tech solutions 

 Driven by passion, powered by coffee 

 Discover the full portfolio 

 and power of PitechPlus Services! 

We've earned a reputation for enabling our clients to enhance their businesses
with improved efficiency and increased value, becoming their trusted
technological partner. In addition to our commitment to excellence, we also work
with skilled peers who specialize in state-of-the-art technologies to expand our
software development expertise and knowledge. 

Bogdan Herea, CEO, PitechPlus

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bogdanherea/
mailto:bhereabu@pitechplus.com

